Yindyamarra Sculpture Walk

Parks, GARDENS
& trails
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A relaxed meal, an evening drink with
friends and live music is an established
part of Albury’s nightlife. If you’re a foodie,
you’ll love the range of wine bars, pubs
and tapas venues serving up a top mix of
local fare.
Culture buffs will appreciate the array
of traditional and contemporary theatre
performances, cabaret and comedy shows,
or the vibe of a jazz, blues or acoustic set at
one of the many theatres, clubs and pubs.
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With major outlets positioned
alongside boutique stores, more than
a few hidden gems can be found in the
cities shops. Homewares, clothing,
local produce, creations from local
and regional artists, quilting and
antiques are just the tip of the jewel.
Plus there’s plenty of free parking!
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Day-tripping
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The Wagirra Trail features the
Yindyamarra Sculpture Walk. This five
kilometre trail with 11 sculptures created
by local Aboriginal artists tells the
story of Aboriginal history and cultural
significance along the Murray River. The
Albury CBD Historic Building Walking
Tour takes you back 100 years to our
social, political and economic past. The
full tour takes around an hour and half
and there’s a useful app (Albury Walking
Tour) to help you get the most out of this
walk.

Acting as a gateway to the Murray
River Region and Victorian High
Country, Albury is the perfect base
camp for an exploration of the region.
On our backdoor visitors will find
award winning wineries, townships
rich in Australian history, a labyrinth
of walking and hiking trails through
national parks, delicious regional
produce to write home about and
beautiful scenery stretched for miles...
well until a mountain obstructs your
vision.

More than 90kms of beautiful bike and
walking trails offer adrenalin-charged
action, hill-top climbs or a quiet afternoon
stroll, all with spectacular scenery. Just
west of Albury are the magnificently
restored Wonga Wetlands. Choose
from three trails through lagoons and
billabongs or ride from Albury on
the scenic bike path that follows the
Yindyamarra Sculpture Walk to Wonga.
Kids to entertain? Take them to meet the
dinosaurs at the Albury Botanic Gardens.
Discover living cubbies, a wetland and
creek line, a fairy temple and a troll cave.

markets & events

Head to the Albury Wodonga Farmers
Market every Saturday morning
- these popular markets offer our
best farm produce, coffee cart and
entertainment and alternate each
week between Hovell Tree Park
and Gateway Village. An outdoor
highlight in the warmer months
(daylight savings) is the QEII Twilight
Markets in QEII Square. Wander
down with the family for dinner
from various food vans all set among
colourful stalls of local arts and craft.

SHOPPING

LibraryMuseum - the striking building
may intrigue visitors from the outside
however once within the building;
the quality of travelling and static
exhibitions is what ensures visitors stay.

The mighty Lake Hume is a 15 minute
drive from Albury and a haven for
boating, yachting, water-skiing
and fishing year-round. Open to
pedestrians, the imposing dam wall
acts as a barrier between the Lake
and the Murray River. If you’re lucky
enough to be at the Lake when the
release gates open, the sight of water
spilling from the Lake is mesmerising.

Entertainment
& nightlife

HISTORY &
HERITAGE
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Known for our rich cultural life,
Albury is home to several art spaces.
MAMA (Murray Art Museum Albury)
- Albury’s newest destination for art
lovers. MAMA is unlike anything
experienced before in our region - every
corner of MAMA is bold, vibrant and
alive. Day and night, young and old,
MAMA welcomes you to embrace the
unexpected.
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On LAKE HUME
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4
eat & DRINK

With more than a few local favourites,
all your caffeine, mid-morning munchies,
bakery treats and evening delights,
will be satisfied. In the evening, local
restaurants and wine bars deliver an
urban experience equivalent to the best
of our city friends.

ARTS & CULTURE

ON THE MURRAY
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Melbourne’s famous café culture has
well and truly found its way north, with
Albury now the home of a large number
of baristas pouring superb coffee.

Murray River precinct - the beauty of
the river is hard to beat. At Noreuil
Park, you’ll find places for swimming,
kayaking, paddle boarding, bike riding
or just relaxing on the riverbank. If you
don’t have your own equipment call
1300 252 879 for hire information.
With mature shade trees, picnic tables,
and large expanses of greenspace
there is plenty of room for everyone.

WOOLSHED FALLS

